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GRAB & GOGRAB & GO

Printed Clay Dish
Supplies Included:Supplies Included:
Air dry clay, stamp, ink, plastic knife, plastic cup, sand paper

Instructions:Instructions:
1. Roll out or press clay to desired thickness.

2. Press inked stamp into clay to create a pattern

3. Cut off rim of plastic cup, and discard rim. Place cup face
down on clay, and use the knife to cut a circle around it.

4. Turn cup over, and place clay circle inside (ink side up),
lightly pressing the clay to the cup.

5. Let dry overnight. Remove from bowl, place upside down,
and let dry one more night.

6. sand down edges so they are smooth

Tips: Anything less than 3 mm thickness will be more likely to
break. You can use any dish or bowl as your mold.

arts and crafts kits

free!

enjoy your creation!
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